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INTRODUCTION 

A large number of papers have been recently published by other mem

bers of the Crystal Ball Collaboration on the subjects co- ~red in my to

pical conference presentation. Thus, when relevant public, ions exist, 

I have not repeated the results contained therein. For most subjects 

covered, this report will sketch the Crystal Ball results presented in 

my talk and refer heavily to these publications. 

INCLUSIVE PHOTON SPECTRA FROM J/ifr and I|I' DECAYS 

Inclusive photon spectra have been obtained from the decay f 

810ki>' and 790kJ/i|). These spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Recently 

published results 2' 3 discuss two topics of interest. 

The discovery of an n (2980) candidate state is discussed in Ref. 2. c 
The mass and width of this state are 

M = 2978 ± 9 MeV 

and (1) 

T < 20 MeV. 

The branching fraction from the î ' is 

Br(i^' •+ yn candidate) = (0.43 ± 0.08 + 0.18)% . (2) c 

The value for Br(J/iJ< ->• yr\ candidate) has not been Dublished. The 
c 

reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 3 where Br(J/̂ i •+ YI candidate) 
c 

vs r is shown. Clearly the branching ratio is strongly dependent on the 

width of the n candidate. Depending on the width (r = 0-20 IfeV), values 

for the branching ratio between 0.3% and '\'A are possible. This range 
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Fig. 1. The inclusive photon spectrum obtained from the decay of 800k 
tp'(3684)'s. The analysis leading tc this spectrum and that of Fig. 2 is 
described in Kef. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The inclusive photon spectrum obtained from the decay of 900k 
J/i(i(3095)'s. The data are plotted vs in E since the resolution 
AE /E is slowly varying in E . ' 
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Fig. 3. Br(J/ifi •+ ync candidate) (Z) vs r of the n candidate as 
obtained from a simultaneous fit to the spectra ofcFigs. 1 and 2 
in the region of the n candidate state. 
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includes the uncertainties introduced by the acceptance calculations 

(shown as the error bars in Fig. 3). Thus a good measurement of the 

width is needed before a branching ratio can be reliably obtained. This 

question is not relevant in the lfi' decay due to the high energy of the 

photon, E = 6 3 4 + 1 3 MeV. 

At present two measurements of the width exist as obtained from in

clusive y measurements and exclusive final state measurements of ywn 

(the exclusive final state separation is discussed in Ref. 2). Figure 4 

shows the results obtained from a simultaneous fit feo "the inclusive pho-
2 ton spectra of ifi' and J/<fr. T vs x is plotted, and the width obtained is, 

r = 20 * Jj MeV. (3) 

2 Figure 5a shows r vs x as obtained from fitting a Breit-Wjgner, folded 

with a Gaussian resolution function (o =5.0 MeV @ 119 MeV), plus a 
res. ' v 

constant background, to the exclusive yni"r data shown in Fig. 6. The 
2 
X CO function prefers r = 0 with a 90% C.L. of r < 8.5 MeV. However, 
given the limited statistics of the exclusive final state data, we pre-

2 
fer to combine the x (r) function of Fig. 3 with that of Fig. 4a, thus 

2 obtaining the function shown in Fig. 5b. This combined x (T) function 

yields 

T < 20 MeV (90% C.L.) , (4) 

which we presently take as the best estimate, from our data, of the 

width of the n candidate. 
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Fig. A. x vs T resulting from the simultaneous fit to the inclusive 
spectra of Figs. 1 and 2 in the region of the n c candidate state. 
This fitting procedure is described in Ref. 2. 
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Fig. 5. a) T vs x obtained from a maximum likelihood 
fit of a Breit- Wigner, folded with a Gaussian resolution 
function ( o r e B = 5.0 MeV @ 119 MeV), plus a constant 
background to the data of Fig. 6. b) The sura of x2(T) from 
Figs. 4 and 5a. This x (0 function yields the best estimate 
of the width of the n„ candidate state from current Crystal 
Ball data, r < 20 MeV (90% C.L.). 
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Fig. 6. Evidence for an exclusive final state signal for J/ty (3095) 
radiative decay to n̂ tf. E~ (MeV) vs events/5 MeV is shown for events 
in the mass range of the n c (2980) candidate. A signal is evident at 
E Y = 119 KeV corresponding to a mass, M n = 2974 t 2 ± 9 MeV where the 
first error is statistical and the second is systeraatic. See Ref. 2 
for details. 
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The Mark II has also seen exclusive final state decays of the n 

candidate; these results are presented in Ref. 4. They obtain, 

M = 2980 + 8 MeV 

and 

r < 40 MeV (907 C.L.) . (5) 

The radiative transitions from î' and J/(J' to ordinary hadrons are 

discussed in Ref. 3. Of particular interest is the nature of the bump 

in the inclusive photon spectrum of the J/i)i at E = 1220 KeV (M = 1420 

MeV) as shown in Fig. 7. This state is probably the E(1420); however, 

its strong production in J/iJ' radiative decays has led to speculation that 

it may be a gluoniutn state. This possibility is discussed in de'ail in 

Ref. 3. The Crystal Ball has also obtained evidence for the decay 

E(1420) -»• K +K~n°. (6) 

We obtain,3 

Br(J/* - Y E ( U 2 0 ) ) * Br(E - K+K~n°) = (3.4 + 2.0) * 10~ 4 (7) 

assuming the E is an isoscalar, 

Br(J/V •* yE(1420)) * Br(E -)• KKTT) = (2.0 + i.2) x l(f3. (8) 

This compares veil with the Mark II result3 of 
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Fig. 7. The inclusive photon spectrum from .7/if> drawn to eiiiphf e the 
endpoint region. The well-knovm statei n(548), n'(958) are ev. .ent; 
f(1240) is not evident in this spectrum though the process J/x •* Yf 
has been observed in exclusive final states. Quite prominent is an 
indication for J/x •+ Y E(1420) leading to the speculation that E(1420) 
may have a gluonium component; see Ref. 3 for details. 
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Br(J/ i f -*• yE(lA20)) * Br(E -»- KKn) = ( 3 . 6 ± 1.4) * 1 0 - 3 . (9) 

PHOTOK CASCADE DECAYS OF THE iij_ 

We have comple ted a s t udy of t h e p r o c e s s e s 

« ' - — YX 
~-YJ/ i ! / 

I—*- e e 

and 

l~ .YJ / I J / + _ (10) 

^ ' -—nCir°) + J / * + _ (11) 
I—.-YY '—»~e e 

The latter process is reported in Ref. 5. We find 

Br(i|j' + tiJ/*) = (2.18 ± 0.14 ± 0.35)% (12) 

and 

Br(tf' ->• 7T°J/i(.) = (0.09 i 0.02 ± 0.01)7, (13) 

where the first errors are statistical and the latter are systematic. 

These values compare well to the Mark II values6 of 

Br(i|p' ->• n.J/*) = (2.5 ± 0.6)2 (14) 

and 

Br Of' •+ u°J/irt = (0.15 i 0.06)% . (15) 

However, the branching ratios, (12) and (14) above, are about a factor 

of two lower than all previous measurements.7 The relatively large it 

branching ratio implies that i.sospin is violated in that decay. 
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Process (10) and (11) are the subject of the Ph.D. thesis of M. J. 

Oreglia, which can be obtained as Ref. 8. In particular the most com

plete treatment available from the Crystal Ball of process (10) is pre

sented therein; though other sources also exist,9 they are relatively 

incomplete. 

He have determined that three x states exist with cascade rates 

large enough to be detected with our present sensitivity. These are 

X(3554 + 3 MeV), x(3509 + 4 MeV), x(3410 ± 6 MeV). The cascade branching 

fractions for these states along with measurements from other experiments 

are shown in Table I. The agreement among all experiments is excellent 

for the first two major states. Only the Crystal Ball has a clear in

dication for the cascade process for x(3410;; however, a strong signal 

is seen in the i|>' inclusive photon spectrum at this mass (see Fig. 1). 

Previously reported measurements indicating states x(3455) and x(3591) 

are in disagreement with Crystal Eall measurements. We see no indication 

for these states at the limits of our present sensitivity. 

In addition to transition rates we have determined the multipolarlty 

of the transitions for x(3554) and x(3509) and their spins. We find 

x(3554) to have J = 2 and x(3510) to have J = 1. In addition we have de

termined that the transitions in the cascades for these states are all 

dominated by electric dipoPa amplitudes; see Refs. 8,9 for details. This « 

information, together with information on the hadronic decays 1"' 1 1 of the 

X states yields parity plus for both states. 

The Crystal Ball experiment has obtained preliminary evidence for 

the decays 
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TABLE I. 

Observed branching fractions for the cascade process 

*' YX 
L— YJ/* 

from various experiment, including those from the Crystal Ball (C.B.). 

The mass values shown for the established states are obtained from Crystal 

Ball data. The upper limits are 90% C.L. limits. 

Mass Br OK + yx) • Br( x •* Y*> 90% 

MeV/C (C.B.) C.B. Mk I I 1 0 Mk I 1 1 DESY-Heitlelberg7b 

3554 ± 3 

3509 ± 4 

3410 ± 4 

3455 

3591 

1.26 + 0.22 

2.38 ± 0.40 

0.06 ± 0.02 

<0.04 (e,p 
final states) 
<0.02 (u fi
nal states) 

<0.04 

1.1 + 0.3 

2.4 + 0.6 

<0.56 

<0.13 

1.0 ± 0.6 

2.4 ± 0.8 

0.2 ± 0.2 

0.8 ± 0.4 

1.0 + 0.2 

2.5 ± 0.4 

0.14 ± 0.09 

<0.25 

0.18 ± 0.06 
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x(3554) •*• YY and * V , X(3410) •* irV (16) 

by examination of the process 

\|j' -» YYY and Y" » • (17) 

Some details of this analysis are presented in Kef. 9. 

THREE-Y EFXAYS OF J/i|i AND I|I' 

Results from the crystal ball for the process 

J/* •* 3Y (18) 

have been published12 some time ago and so 1 won't discuss these results 

here. A'preliminary analysis has been recently completed of the process 

*' + 3y . (19) 

We find 3y decays to be much less probable from t' as compared to J/i|>. 

In particular, 

Br (if-1 - Yl) < 10~ 4 (90% C.L.) 
(20) 

Br(i|i' + yn') < 8x 10" 4 (90% C.L.) 

where- these upper limits are about a factor of 9 smaller than the ob

served branching fractions for yn» Yn' from J/iji. This somewhat surpris

ing result is discussed in Ref. 3. 
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In addition, we find 

Br(ip' •+ yn (2980)candidate) * Er(n candidate -* YY) < 3 x 10~" (90% C.L.) 

(21) 

using the Crystal Ball measurement of the inclusive photon branching 

fraction, e.g. (2), we find 

Br(n candidate -> YY) < 10 (22) 

This upper limit does not impact the estimated theoretical value 1 3 of 

1.3x10~ 3. 

INCLUSIVE n PRODUCTION 

This subject is treated in great detail in Ref. 14. Thus I will 

only state the conclusions of our investigations of the process 

e +e" -* n + X. (23) 

As is evidenced in Fig. 8: 

1) We observe no strong variation of R = a la as a function of E 
n n W c.m. 

for 3670 MeV < E < 5200 MeV (omitting ^')i where by strong vari

ation I mean no variation greater than 0.5 units of R. In particu

lar, we estimate 
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R, 

Fig. 8. The inclusive R p = a(e e" •* nX)/o-(e+e~ + u +vT) as a function of 
Ec.m.' Rn a t *' i s o f f scale; see Ref. 15 for details. 
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R(e +e" •* FFX) • Br(F •* nX) < 0.31 (907. C.L.) . (24) 

2) From measurements at i>' (3772) we conclude that 

Br(D -» nX) < 0.1 . (25) 

It thus appears that n production is not strongly correlated to charm 

production. 
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